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Abstract
Passwords are currently the most widely used authentication mechanism. However,
as shown in the literature numerous times, they have become obsolete for the current
technological context. T he Pico project designed by Sta jano [1] was created with the
purpose of completely replacing passwords. It is a security token used for generating
credentials and providing authentication for the user. It has an additional layer of
security, by only being usable in the presence of its owner. T his is currently achieved
using auxiliary devices called Picosiblings. T he scope of this dissertation was to create a
new token unlocking mechanism that would o↵er Pico a di↵erent perspective to detecting
the presence of its owner.
We have started by analysing the Pico design, and identifying any requirements for the
new unlocking mechanism. In order to have a reliable way of assessing the solution, we
have selected an assessment framework developed by Bonneau et al [2]. Furthermore,
we have created a token unlocking assessment framework adapted from a subset of the
work by Bonneau et al, to which we have added additional properties.
Having identi ed the set of requirements, as well the evaluation criteria, we have considered that a solution based on biometrics would be most appropriate. We have designed
a token unlocking scheme that combines multiple biometric and behavioural analysis
mechanisms in order to generate an overall con dence level.

T he solution was pro-

totyped using an A ndroid 4.4.2 smart-phone device, therefore proving that it can be
developed using existing hardware. A dditional threat modelling, and power analyses
o↵er additional insight regarding the limitations of the scheme.
Both the token unlocking and Bonneau et al [2] frameworks were used for assessing the
proposed solution. Comparing the results with those of Picosiblings shows that we do
not completely outperform the original solution, but we do o↵er an overall bet ter result.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Passwords are the most widely used electronic authentication mechanism. T hey are a
secret sequence of characters used for proving the identity of the user, in order to gain
access to a resource. T his originally o↵ered a su ciently secure authentication mechanism. However, their poor scalability makes them unsuitable in the current technological
context.
T he main problem passwords have is the fundamental concept of remembering a secret.
A ccording to Yan et al [3], users choose weak passwords if not given any advice to make
them memorable. T his makes the mechanism more vulnerable to brute force at tacks (e.g.
dictionary, pre-compiled hashes, rainbow tables [4]). As Robert Morris [5] emphasises
in his paper, there is a constant competition between at tackers and security experts.
W ith a constant increase in computational power, additional enforcements were needed
(i.e. minimum password length, one or more numeric characters, one or more special
characters, uniqueness across di↵erent accounts) in order to maintain an acceptable
security level. As shown by A dams & Sasse [6], this solution proves not to be feasible,
and leads users to poor security practices in order to maximise usability.
T he Pico project was designed by Frank Sta jano [1] with the purpose of replacing password based mechanisms. Pico is a hardware token that generates and manages user
authentication credentials. It has an additional layer of security by only being usable in
the presence of its owner. T herefore, a security chain is created where \ who you are "
unlocks \ a secret you have " which is used for authentication.
T he current solution for unlocking Pico is by communicating with small auxiliary devices
called Picosiblings [7]. T hey are designed to be embedded in everyday items that users
can carry throughout the day (e.g. keys, necklace, rings). E ach Picosibling transmits a

1
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secret sequence to Pico. W hen all required secrets are gathered, Pico becomes unlocked
and can be used by its owner.
Picosiblings are a sensible solution to unlocking Pico. However, they are purely based on
proximity to the device. As presented in the original Pico paper [1] anyone in possession
of both Pico and its Picosiblings can have full access to the owner's accounts for a limited
amount of time. T his risk is lowered by additional security features. However, the main
vulnerability of Picosiblings is that they do not re ect who the user is, but additional
things the user has.
T he purpose of this dissertation is to design and prototype a bet ter token unlocking
mechanism for Pico. A ccording to its design, the process should be memoryless, and
enable continuous authentication. T he token should lock and unlock automatically only
in the presence of its owner. T he solutions that seem to best

t these requirements are

biometric authentication mechanisms. T herefore, we have explored the possibility of
combining multiple biometrics and behavioural analysis as part of an uni ed solution.
T he output from each mechanism is combined to generate an overall con dence level,
re ecting that the owner is still in possession of the Pico.
A number of contributions have been made throughout this dissertation project. T he
following list presents a summary of these achievements, with further details in the
following chapters.
• For creating a new unlocking mechanism, we have identi ed a list of requirements
by analysing how Sta jano [1] designed the original Pico token.

• In order to have an evaluation platform for the solution, we have created an as-

sessment framework derived from the work by Bonneau et al [2]. T his is used to
evaluate a couple of existing token unlocking mechanisms, including Picosiblings.
T he results are used as a benchmark when evaluating the proposed solution.

• We have designed a new token unlocking mechanism. T he solution may be used

in any type of user authentication, but it is presented in the context of unlocking
the Pico token.

• We have developed an A ndroid application prototype. T he purpose of the implementation is to check that the design can be developed using existing hardware.

• We have analysed the prototype's power consumption as well as timings of di↵erent

authentication stages. T hese results should reveal any limitations and downsides

of the scheme.
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• T he scheme is evaluated using the token unlocking evaluation framework, and the

U DS framework developed by Bonneau et al. A comparison is made with Picosi-

blings in order to identify performance di↵erences. We aimed for the proposed
scheme to achieve bet ter results in at least some categories of the token unlocking
framework.

Chapter 2

Pico: no more passwords!
T his dissertation project aims to design and implement a new Pico unlocking mechanism.
A bet ter understanding of the Pico design [1] is therefore necessary. T his chapter aims
to go into brief detail as to what Pico is, how it works, and what are its properties.
Pico is an user authentication hardware token, designed with the purpose of fully replacing passwords. A lthough other alternative mechanisms exist, they are generally focused
on web based authentication. T he solution described by Sta jano addresses all instances
of password authentication, both web based as well as local.
T he motivation behind Pico is the fact that passwords are no longer viable in the current
technological context. Computing power has grown, making simple passwords easy to
break. Longer and more complex passwords are now required. However, as shown
by A dams & Sasse [6], this has a negative e↵ect on the users, which have a limited
memorising capability.
A nother reason why passwords are no longer viable is that they are not a scalable
solution. Security experts recommend that passwords should not be reused for multiple
accounts. However, a large number of computer based services require this type of
authentication. In order to respect security recommendations, users would be forced to
remember dozens of unique, complex passwords. A study by F lorencio et al [8] con rms
the negative impact of scalability on password quality.
W hen designing Pico, Sta jano [1] decided to have a fresh start.

He describes that

an alternative for passwords needs to be at least memoryless and scalable, without
compromising security. In the case of token based authentication, the solution also needs
to be loss and theft resistant. Pico was therefore designed to satisfy these fundamental
properties. It provides a number of additional bene ts also described in the work by
Bonneau et al [2].
4
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As a token authentication mechanism, Pico transforms \ something you know " into
\ something you have " . It o↵ers support for thousands of credentials that are kept
encrypted on the Pico device. T he encryption key is also known as the \ Pico Master
K ey " . If the Pico is not in the possession of its owner it becomes locked. In this state,
the \ Pico Master K ey " is unavailable and the user cannot authenticate to any app1 .
C redentials are generated and managed automatically whenever the owner interacts with
an app. T herefore, the responsibility of generating a strong and unique credential, as
well as memorising it, is shifted from the user to the Pico. No additional e↵ort such as
searching or typing is required.
A nother important feature o↵ered by Pico is continuous authentication. Traditional
password mechanisms provide authentication for an entire session. T he user is responsible of managing and closing the session when it is no longer needed. Instead, Pico
o↵ers the possibility of periodic re-authentication of its owner using short range radio
communication. If either the Pico or the owner are no longer present, the authentication
session is closed.
From a physical perspective, Pico is a small portable dedicated device. Its owner should
be carrying it at all times, just as they would with a car key. It contains the following
hardware components:
• Main but ton used for authenticating the owner to the app. T his is the equivalent
of typing the password.

• Pairing but ton used for registering a new account with an app.
• Small display used for noti cations.
• Short range bidirectional radio interface used as a primary communication channel
with the app.

• C amera used for receiving additional data from the app via 2-dimensional visual
codes. T his serves as a secondary communication channel.

As mentioned before, the Pico main memory is encrypted using the \ Pico Master K ey " .
T he token contains thousands of slots used for storing unique credentials used in during
authentication. E ach credential consists of public-private key information generated
during account creation in a key exchange protocol. T he public key belongs to the
corresponding app, while the private key was generated when registering the account.
1
For the purpose of brevity, any mechanism requiring user authentication will be called an “app”.
This naming convention was used in the original paper by Stajano.
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D uring account creation Pico scans a 2D visual code generated by the app. T he image
encodes a hash of the app's certi cate that includes its name and public key. Pico starts
the registration protocol through the radio channel, and the app responds with a public
key used for communication. T he key is validated using the hash from the visual code,
and the protocol continues. Pico then initiates a challenge for the app to prove that it is
in possession of the corresponding private key. It also provides to the app a temporary
public key used for communication. O nce the app is authenticated, Pico generates a key
pair and sends the account public key to the app. To complete the registration it stores
the generated private key and the app's public key.
T he account authentication process starts when the user presses the main but ton and
scans the app 2D code. T he hash of the app's name and public key are extracted from the
2D image. T his information is used to nd the corresponding credentials. A n ephemeral
public key encrypted with the app's public key is sent via the radio channel. T he app
is authenticated by using this key to require the corresponding (user id, credential)
pair. O nly after the app is authenticated Pico uses the public key generated during the
registration process and authenticates itself to the app.
T he locking process is an important aspect of Pico that was not yet fully described.
C urrently this is achieved by using bidirectional radio communication with small devices
called Picosiblings [7]. T hese are meant to be embedded in everyday items that the owner
carries around, such as earrings, keys, chains, and rings.
T he Pico authentication credentials are encrypted using the \ Pico Master K ey " . T he
key is not available on the token and can only be reconstructed using k-out-of-n secret
sharing, as described by Shamir [9]. E xcept for two shares which will be discussed later,
each k-out-of-n secret is held by a Picosibling.
Using an initialisation process based on the \ resurrecting duckling " [10] policy, each
Picosibling is securely paired with Pico.

T he token sends periodic ping requests to

which all initialised Picosiblings are expected to respond. D uring a successful ping, each
Picosibling sends its k-out-of-n share to Pico. G iven enough secrets, the \ Pico Master
K ey " is reconstructed and Pico becomes unlocked.
Internally, Pico keeps a slot array for each paired Picosibling. E ach slot contains a
countdown value, and the key share provided by the Picosibling. W hen the countdown
value expires, the share becomes deleted. Similarly, if k shares are not acquired before
a prede ned time-out period, all shares are removed.
E xcept for the Picosiblings, two additional special shares with a larger time-out period
are described by the paper:

C hapter 2. Pico
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• B iometric measurement used for authenticating the owner to Pico.
• A server network connection used for locking Pico remotely.
T he possibility of using a smart phone as a Pico is brie y considered in the paper. T his
would have the advantage of not requiring any additional devices from the user. Modern
smart phones provide all the necessary hardware required by Pico. However, this would
be a security trade-o↵ in exchange for usability. Mobile phones are an ecosystem for
malware, and they present uncertainty regarding the privacy of encrypted data. T his
option may still be used as a cheap alternative to prototype and test.

Chapter 3

Assessment framework
T he purpose of this chapter is to create an assessment framework for token unlocking
mechanisms. T his will be used to evaluate the Picosiblings scheme used by Pico. T he
results serve as a benchmark when comparing to the alternative mechanism proposed in
this dissertation.

3.1

UDS assessment framework

Similar work to what we are trying to achieve in this chapter was performed by Bonneau
et al [2].

T he authors create a framework for evaluating web based authentication

mechanisms.

However, this is not entirely compatible for token unlocking schemes.

Properties such as \ B rowser-compatible " do not apply, while others need to be rede ned
to t our context. However, this paper is a good starting point for our token unlocking
evaluation framework.
T he motivation behind this paper is to gain insight to the di culty of replacing passwords. A n assessment framework is created, and a number of web authentication mechanisms are evaluated. It is a useful tool in identifying key properties of web based
authentication schemes. T he framework is intended to provide a benchmark for future
proposals.
T he framework consists of 25 properties divided into three categories: usability, deployability, and security. T herefore, it is abbreviated by the authors as the \ U DS framework " ,
and it will be referred to as such throughout this dissertation. A n authentication scheme
is evaluated by assessing whether each property is o↵ered. If a scheme almost o↵ers a
property, it is marked as quasi-o↵ered. To simplify the evaluation, properties that are
not applicable are marked as o↵ered.
8
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A fter evaluating 35 schemes, the conclusion is that passwords are not completely dominated by any mechanism. T hey satisfy all the properties in the deployability category.
T hey score reasonably well in terms of usability, excelling in properties such as: \ nothingto-carry " , \ e cient-to-use " , and \ easy-recovery-from-loss " . However, from a security
perspective passwords don't perform well. T hey only o↵er the \ resilience-to-theft 1 " ,
\ no-trusted-third-party " , \ requiring-explicit-consent " , and \ unlinkable " properties.
B iometric mechanisms receive mixed scores on usability. None of them o↵er \ infrequenterrors " due to false negative precision. T hey score poorly in deployability, partially
because they often require additional hardware.

In terms of security they perform

worse than passwords. Replay at tacks can be performed using pre-recording data of
the user, making them not \ resilient-to-targeted-impersonation " and not \ resilient-totheft " . T here is a one to one correlation between the owner and their biometric recording,
and therefore they are not \ unlinkable " .
B y analysing the framework results, we see that mechanisms such as security tokens
o↵er \ memory-e↵ortless " in exchange for \ nothing-to-carry " . T he only schemes that
o↵er both are biometric mechanisms. T his is a consequence of replacing \ something you
know " with \ something you are " instead of have. For di↵erent reasons no mechanism
o↵ers both \ memory-e↵ortless " and \ resilient-to-theft " .
W hen computing an aggregate score using the U DS framework, properties should have
di↵erent weights depending on the purpose of the assessment. For example, when searching for the most secure authentication mechanism, security properties would have a larger
weight in the overall evaluation. For this reason, the authors only provide the means for
others to make an evaluation based on their needs. No aggregate scores or rankings are
provided in the paper.
T he authors mention the option of combining mechanisms as part of a two factor authentication. In terms of deployability and usability, the overall scheme o↵ers a property if it
is o↵ered by both authentication mechanisms. In terms of security, only one of the two
mechanisms needs to o↵er the property in order for the two factor combination to o↵er
it as well. However, W imberly & Liebrock [11] observe that combining passwords with
a second authentication mechanism scheme leads to weaker credentials and implicitly
less security.
1

Not applicable to passwords
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Token unlocking framework

Token unlocking and web based authentication mechanisms are similar in concept. T he
di↵erence between the two is that on a token data is collected and processed locally.
T herefore, a subset of the U DS framework is included in the token unlocking framework
we have developed. Properties that do not apply, or would apply to every mechanism,
were removed. O ther properties needed to be adapted to the context of a token, and
therefore have a di↵erent meaning.
T he following list contains the subset of the U DS framework developed by Bonneau et
al [2] that is relevant to token unlocking mechanisms. A short description is included to
show how they are adapted to the new context.
M emor y wise-e↵or t less
Users do not need to remember any type of secret (e.g. passwords, physical signatures, drawings). T he original property was quasi-o↵ered if one secret would
be used with multiple accounts, but this will not apply for security tokens. As
an example the RSA SecurI D 2 is used in conjunction with a password in order to
authenticate the user, and therefore does not o↵er this property.
N ot hing-to-car r y
T he unlocking mechanism does not require any additional hardware except for
the token. T he property is quasi-satis ed in the case of hardware the user would
have carried on a normal basis such as a mobile phone. A n example mechanism
that quasi-o↵ers the property is Picosiblings, which uses small devices embedded
in everyday items. B iometric mechanisms that require additional sensors such as
a ngerprint reader do not satisfy this property.
E asy-to-lear n
Users that want to use the unlocking mechanism would be able to learn it with ease.
For example, Picosiblings do not o↵er this property because of the complexity of
their management 3 . However, P I Ns or passwords do, as users are already familiar
with this type of authentication.
E

cient-to-use
T he amount of time the user needs to wait for the token to be unlocked is reasonably short. T his includes the time required to provide authentication input,
2

http://www.emc.com/domains/rsa/index.htm?id=1156
As discussed in chapter 2, each Picosibling contains a k-out-of-n secret used to reconstruct the “Pico
Master Key”. The owner needs to choose the right combination of Picosiblings in order to unlock the
Pico, which may prove difficult.
3
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and set up the unlocking mechanism. As an example, the input and processing
time for P I Ns is very low, and therefore the scheme o↵ers the property. However,
mechanisms based on biometrics may not, depending on the implementation.
I nfrequent-er rors
T he rightful owner should generally be able to successfully unlock the token. A ny
delays resulted from the scheme (e.g. typos during typing, biometric false negatives) contribute to the mechanism's inability to o↵er this property. For example,
P I Ns have a limited input length and character set size. T his makes frequent errors
unlikely and therefore they o↵er the property. B iometric mechanisms, depending
on the type and implementation may quasi-o↵er the property, but they generally
do not.
E asy-recover y-from-loss
T he meaning of this property was modi ed to re ect the context of token unlocking. It is o↵ered if the user may easily recover from the loss of authentication
credentials. T his may include the loss of auxiliary devices, forgot ten credentials,
di↵erence in biometric features. For example, forgot ten P I Ns o↵er the property as
they generally require a simple reset using an online service.
A ccessible
T he mechanism is usable regardless of any user disability or physical condition. As
an example, passwords o↵er this property, while gait recognition unlocking does
not.
N egligible-cost-p er-user
T he total cost per user of using the scheme, enquired by both the user and the
veri er, is negligible.
M a t u re
A large number of users have successfully used the scheme. A ny participation
not involving its creators, such as open source projects, that use or extend the
mechanism contribute to this property. For example, passwords are widely used
and implemented and therefore o↵er the property.
N on-p rop riet ar y
A nyone can implement the token unlocking scheme without having to make any
payment, such as royalties. T he technologies involved in the scheme are publicly
known and do not rely on any secrets.
R esilient-to-p hysical-obser va t ion
A n at tacker is not able to impersonate the token owner after observing them
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authenticate. B ased on the number of observations required for the at tacker to
unlock the token, the scheme may quasi-o↵er the property. T he original paper
suggests 10-20 times to be su cient. Physical observation at tacks include shoulder
sur ng, video cameras, keystroke sound analysis, and thermal imaging of the P I N
pad.
R esilient-to-t argeted-i m p ersona t ion
A n at tacker is not able to impersonate the token owner by exploiting knowledge
of personal details (i.e. birthday, full name, family details, and other sensitive
information). In the case of biometrics, this property is satis ed if the scheme is
resilient to replay at tacks based on pre-recordings.
R esilient-to-t h rot t led-guessing
T he scheme is resilient to at tacks with a guessing rate restricted by the mechanism. T he process cannot be automated due to the lack of physical access to
authentication data. T his may be achieved using tamper resistant memory. For
example, P I Ns o↵er this property as tokens such as SI M cards become locked after
only three unsuccessful at tempts.
R esilient-to-u nt h rot t led-guessing
T he scheme is resilient to at tacks with a guessing rate unrestricted by the mechanism. T he U DS framework suggests that if the at tacker may process 240 to 264
guesses per account, they would only be able to compromise less than 1% of accounts. Since tokens are generally designed to have one owner, the property needs
to be adapted. It is o↵ered only if an at tacker requires more than 240 at tempts to
unlock the token.
R esilient-to-t heft
T his property is relevant to schemes that use additional hardware other than the
token. If the additional devices become in the possession of an at tacker, they
are not su cient to unlock the token. For example, auxiliary biometric devices
used in the conjunction with the token o↵er this property. T he token would not
be unlocked using the hardware alone. However, Picosiblings only quasi-o↵er the
property. A lthough they generally rely on proximity to the Pico, the two special
shares allow the owner to lock the token.
U nlin kable
Using the authentication input with any veri er using the same authentication
mechanism4 does not compromise the identity of the token owner. For example,
4

The authentication mechanism is not necessarily used for token unlocking. Any sort of mechanism
which requires user authentication is a valid option.
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the link between a P I N and its owner is not strong enough to make a clear link
between the two. However, biometrics are a prime example of schemes which do
not o↵er this property.
We have selected and adapted a subset of the U DS framework properties. To this we
add a number of original properties relevant for token unlocking mechanisms. T hese are
part of the project's contribution to the evaluation framework. T hey are presented in
the following list.
C ont inuous-au t hent ica t ion
T he token unlocking scheme enables periodic re-authentication of the user. T he
process is not necessarily hidden to the user, but it does need to be e↵ortless. T he
scheme needs to detect the presence of the owner, and lock the device accordingly.
W hen locked, any open authentication session managed by the security token
should be closed. T he concept is mentioned by Bonneau et al [2], but not included
in the U DS framework. It is discussed in more detail by Sta jano [1] as one of the
bene ts of the Pico project. Using the U DS classi cation of the original framework,
the property belongs to the Security category.
M ul t i-level-u nlocking
T he unlocking scheme provides quanti able feedback, not just a locked or unlocked
state. It o↵ers support for multiple token security permission levels. T hese are
granted based on the con dence that the user of the token is its owner. For example, a 70% con dence level that the owner is present may allow the user to access
an email account, but not make payments or banking transactions. Passwords
only provide a \ yes " or \ no " answer and therefore do not o↵er this property. B iometric mechanisms can o↵er this property. T heir output is either a quanti able
probability or a distance metric that data was collected from the owner. D i↵erent
con dence levels could therefore enable di↵erent security permissions. Using the
U DS classi cation of the original framework, the property belongs to the Security
category.
N on-disclosabili t y
T he owner may not disclose authentication details neither intentionally or unintentionally. T his is a broader version of the \ resilient-to-phishing " and \ Resilientto-physical-observation " properties from the original U DS framework. T he focus
of this property is that the token may only be used by its owner. T his is important
in enterprise situations where the security token should not be shared. Passwords
and other schemes based on secrets do not o↵er the property, as the owner can
share it with another user with no di culty. B iometric mechanisms however are
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harder to disclose. B ased on the U DS classi cation, the property belongs to the
Security category.
A vailabili t y
T he owner has the ability of using the scheme regardless of external factors. T he
ability to authenticate should not be impaired by the authentication context (i.e.
tra c noise, di↵erent light intensities, restricted movement space, etc.). T he property is not related to physical disabilities preventing the user from using the scheme
but only on contextual in uences on data collection. For example, gait recognition
would only function while moving on foot and therefore does not o↵er the property.
However, a mechanism requiring a P I N hand would work in any circumstance. Using the U DS classi cation of the original framework, the property belongs to the
Usability category.

3.3

Picosiblings evaluation

We continue by evaluating the Picosiblings scheme using the token unlocking assessment
framework. Results in this section will be used for comparison with the scheme designed
in this dissertation project.
T he scheme doesn't require remembering any secret and is therefore \ memorywisee↵ortless " . Since it relies on devices embedded in everyday items, it quasi-o↵ers \ nothingto-carry " . Bonneau et al [2] evaluate Pico as not \ easy-to-learn " due to the Picosiblings
unlocking mechanism. In the lack of user studies it only quasi-o↵ers \ e cient-to-use "
and \ infrequent-errors " . It does not o↵er the \ easy-recovery-from-loss " property. T he
unlocking mechanism is invariable to external factors, therefore o↵ering the \ availability " property.
T he original paper marks Pico as not \ accessible " due to the coordinated use of camera,
display, and but tons. However, Picosiblings are \ accessible " because they are embedded in everyday accessories that any user can wear. Pico doesn't aim to satisfy the
\ negligible-cost-per-user " property, and in the lack of a realistic Picosiblings cost estimate we will consider the property is not o↵ered. T he scheme is at the stage of a prototype, with no external open source contributions, and lit tle user testing. T herefore, it is
not considered to be \ mature " . Frank Sta jano [1] states that the only requirement for
implementing the Pico design is to cite the paper, which makes the unlocking mechanism
\ non-proprietary " .
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Since the scheme does not rely on user input, it is \ resilient-to-physical-observations " .
B ased on the Picosiblings description given by Sta jano [1] the scheme o↵ers \ resilient-totargeted-impersonation " , \ resilience-to-throt tled-guessing " , and \ resilient-to-unthrot tledguessing " . A ny at tacker can unlock Pico if they are also in possession its Picosiblings.
However due to the auxiliary shared secrets5 the scheme quasi-o↵ers \ resilient-to-theft " .
E ach Picosibling only works with one veri er (i.e. its master Pico), and therefore is \ unlinkable " . T he scheme was designed to provide \ continuous-authentication " . Because
of the k-out-of-n master key reconstruction mechanism, Picosiblings can only have the
locked and unlocked states. T herefore they do not o↵er \ multi-level-unlocking " . T he
scheme does not satisfy the \ non-disclosability " property, because the owner is free to
give away the Pico with its Picosiblings.

3.4

Conclusions

We have developed a token unlocking evaluation framework.

T he result is strongly

related to similar work by Bonneau et al [2] which was summarised at the beginning
of the chapter. Some properties needed to be adapted to

t the context of a security

token. In addition we have contributed with 4 original properties.
T he Picosiblings scheme was evaluated using the token unlocking framework. T his will
serve as a benchmark when comparing to the new solution proposed in this dissertation. T wo additional example mechanisms were assessed, with details in appendix B .
A summary of the results is posted in table 3.1. E ach property is highlighted with an
appropriate colour in order to allow for quicker analysis.
As the table shows, none of the evaluated schemes completely dominates the others.
T hey receive mixed scores in terms of availability and security. P I Ns dominate in terms
of deployability, receiving a perfect score due to their similarity with passwords.

5

Picosiblings also relies on two special shares. One is unlocked using biometric authentication, and
the other is provided by an external server. Using these shares would only grant the thief a limited time
window before the token is either locked remotely or the shares expire.
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Property
Memorywise-e↵ortless
Nothing-to-carry
E asy-to-learn
E cient-to-use
Infrequent-errors
E asy-recovery-from-loss
A vailability
A ccessible
Negligible-cost-per-user
Mature
Non-proprietary
Resilient-to-physical-observations
Resilient-to-targeted-impersonation
Resilient-to-throt tled-guessing
Resilient-to-unthrot tled-guessing
Resilient-to-theft
Unlinkable
Continuous-authentication
Multi-level-unlocking
Non-disclosability
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PIN
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered

Picosiblings
O↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered

Face recognition
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered

Table 3.1: Initial assessment using the token unlocking framework.

Chapter 4

Design
4.1

Design requirements

T he framework evaluation of Picosiblings provides insight as to how the scheme can
be improved. We identify as a key downside that it does not guarantee the identity of
the owner. T his information is mainly inferred from the number of Picosibling shares
in the proximity of the Pico. However, anyone may be in possession of the shares,
therefore being temporarily granted full authentication privileges. T his is re ected in the
evaluation by failing to fully o↵er `resilient-to-theft " and \ non-disclosability " . A nother
improvement can be made by introducing \ multi-level-unlocking " , allowing for multiple
levels of authentication depending on the con dence in the owner's presence.
T he Pico design proposed by Sta jano [1] claims two properties that need to be supported
by the token unlocking mechanism: memory e↵ortless authentication, and continuous
authentication1 .
A requirement when designing the new Pico unlocking mechanism is to fully satisfy the
the properties presented in this section.

4.2

Proposed solution

T he idea explored in this dissertation is to simultaneously use multiple memoryless continuous authentication mechanisms. E ach mechanism needs to provide a quanti able
con dence level that will be used in calculating a combined score. T his satis es the
1

Continuous authentication is defined by the ability to re-authenticate the user without the need for
any physical e↵ort.
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Pico design requirements. B y combining mechanisms we achieve a higher con dence
of correctly identifying the owner. Furthermore, given that each individual mechanism
supports continuous authentication, using them simultaneously does not create any inconvenience for the owner.

Multi-level unlocking model
T he Pico token should no longer enter a general locked or unlocked state. Its most
important secret, the \ Pico Master K ey " should be kept in tamper resistant memory, and
be accessible at all times. Using the overall score computed by the proposed mechanism,
Pico should o↵er granular user authentication. E ach app needs to be associated with a
con dence level de ned during the registration process. If the overall con dence of the
token exceeds the app's con dence level, then it becomes \ unlocked " for that speci c app.
A ll authentication sessions between Pico and apps need to be managed independently
based on this model.
T he scheme should achieve continuous authentication, while correctly identifying the
owner of the token. T herefore, we have decided that authentication mechanisms combined in the scheme need to be based either on biometrics or behavioural analysis. B iometric features that can be used include iris, face, voice, and gait. Behavioural sources
of data can be obtained from frequent G PS location, travel paths, wireless network
connections, and others.
T he solution o↵ered in this project is di↵erent from simply stating that Pico is using
biometric data as an unlocking mechanism. T he novelty in the design is based on how
data is combined in order to compute the overall con dence level.

Decaying weights
E ach mechanism of the scheme is assigned a prede ned initial weight based on the level
of trust it o↵ers in identifying the owner. T his doesn't necessarily need to be related to
the precision of the mechanism, but it would be a good indicator for choosing the value.
D ata samples captured for authentication are not always meaningful. For example, accelerometer values for gait recognition are only usable when the user is walking. Depending on how the sensors are integrated with the Pico, camera input for face recognition
may not always capture a valid image. T he con dence of each mechanism should therefore decrease in time from the last valid authentication sample. T his introduces another
original feature of this scheme, which is having a decaying weight. E ach mechanism
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starts with a prede ned initial value that is decreases in time until a valid user data
sample is recorded.
Let us take for example a voice recognition mechanism which samples data every minute.
T he current weight of the mechanism is 0 so its output is completely ignored. T he next
sample is recorded, and the voice recognition mechanism outputs a con dence of 70%
that the owner is present.

A fter the successful recording, the mechanism weight is

updated to its prede ned starting value of 30. For the next 10 minutes the owner will
be silently reading a book. Since the mechanism only identi es background noise, the
weight value of 30 decreases in time. T his will induce a smaller impact of the mechanism
on the overall score. E ach mechanism weight can decrease down to 0, at which point
the mechanism is ignored. Computing the overall score will be explained in more detail
later in the chapter.

Explicit authentication
We need to consider the case where the owner wants to use Pico to authenticate to a
high security app, given a low con dence level from the authenticator. As an example,
the Pico owner wants to access their bank account after sit ting silent in a dark room
for the past hour.

Let us say the app requires a con dence level of 95%.

D ue to

the lack of valid authentication data, the authenticator only outputs a 20% overall
con dence that the owner is present. To solve this problem we have introduced the
concept of explicit authentication mechanisms. W hen the con dence score drops below
the threshold required by an app, the user is given the chance to provide valid data
samples to one or more mechanisms through an explicit request.
Combining explicit and continuous authentication can be performed consistently with
the current design. W henever explicit authentication is required, the only di↵erence is
that the owner becomes aware of the authentication process. G iven that prior to the
explicit authentication request the unlocking mechanism didn't produce a high enough
con dence, it is assumed that this will also happen prior to that. T herefore, explicit
authentication requests need to have a slower decay rate. T his will enable the continuous
authentication process.

Authentication result
E ach mechanism calculates the probability that the data sample belongs to the owner
of the token. A fter each recording, this probability is updated using B ayes' Law. T he
process is also known as a B ayesian update, and is descried in the following equation:
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P (H|E) =

P (H ) ⇤ P (E|H )
P (E)
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P (H|E) =

P (H ) ⇤ P (E|H )
P (H ) ⇤ P (E|H ) + P (¬H ) ⇤ P (E|¬H )

(4.4)

E quation 4.4 represents the nal probability that the owner is present given the sampled
data. A ll the variables in this equation are known, for reasons explained above.
We have de ned how individual scores are calculated, and that each mechanism has a
decaying weight. Using this data we can calculate the overall score of the scheme. T his
is performed by using the following modi ed weighted sum:

PT otal =

Pn

id ⇤ Pi (H|Ei ))
i=1 (w
P
n
i=1 wi

(4.5)

In equation 4.5, wid represents the decayed weight of mechanism i, and wi is its original
weight. We have chosen this model because in a scenario where the token has no sample
data to collect, all mechanisms would decrease their weights simultaneously. Using a
simple weighted sum, this would misleadingly provide a high overall result, even though
all decayed weights would be low.

4.3

Related work

C larke et al [12] present statistics con rming the need for an unlocking scheme di↵erent
from P I Ns. T hey conduct a couple of surveys trying to evaluate the reliability of a P I N
in unlocking a mobile phone. T he paper reveals a high number of bad practices involved
in P I N authentication: reusing the P I N with other authenticators, forget ting the P I N,
sharing the P I N with someone else, 45% of owners never change the default factory code,
42% only change it once after buying the device.
A promising result showed in the paper is that 83% of users are willing to accept a
biometric authentication mechanism to unlock their devices. T he following biometric
mechanisms were included in the study: ngerprint analysis, voice recognition, iris recognition, hand recognition, keystroke analysis [13], and face recognition. T he paper also
shows that 61% of users would accept an unobtrusive biometric continuous authentication mechanism. Using multiple biometrics for continuous authentication is mentioned
brie y, but each mechanism is used individually based on what the user is doing. As an
example, when the user walks he is authenticated using gait recognition, and while he
is speaking on the phone, voice recognition.
In a di↵erent paper, C larke et al [14] study P I N alternatives for mobile phone unlocking.
T he authors conduct a survey with interesting results. A remarkable 11% of participants
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were not aware of P I N authentication. A n average of 81% of participants agree that
P I Ns should be replaced with a mechanism that provides bet ter security. A lthough they
report the need and desire for a di↵erent type of phone unlocking, many of them do not
use currently available alternatives.
G regory W illiamson [15] writes in his Ph D dissertation about the need for an enhanced
security authentication mechanism for on-line banking. He proposes a multi-factor authentication model, and presents two interesting options: the traditional one where
both mechanisms are required in the multi-factor model (blanket authentication), and
one where the second authentication mechanism is only requested from the user if the
transaction appears to be risky (risk mode authentication). A risky situation is de ned
as either an important transaction like withdrawing money, or a transaction made under
unusual circumstances such as using an unknown device.
Risk mode authentication is similar in concept with the explicit authentication request
used in our proposed token unlocking scheme. Furthermore, W illiamson shows that 75%
of users agree with having biometric authentication as a second factor authentication
for passwords. T his shows promising results in adopting our scheme for token unlocking
purposes.
E lena V ildjiounaite et al describe in their paper [16] a similar authentication mechanism
based on combining biometric authentication data on mobile phone devices. T he authors
explore an alternative to P I Ns based on a two stage \ risk mode authentication " . T he
rst stage combines biometric data in order to achieve continuous authentication. T his
is achieved by training a cascade classi er to a target false acceptance rate ( FA R)3 .
D ata from mechanisms is merged using a weighted sum fusion rule. Mechanism weights
are chosen based on their error rates. T he second stage is only enabled if the cascade
classi er does not identify the owner as being present. In low noise scenarios, continuous
authentication is achieved without the need for an explicit challenge 80% of the time. In
noisy situations (city and car noise), the percentage drops ranging from 40 to 60%. T he
cascade classi er was trained with a FA R of 1%, with results showing a false rejection
rate ( F R R)4 of only 3 to 7%.
T he paper by E lena V ildjiounaite et al [16] is similar with the solution proposed in this
dissertation. It also combines multiple authentication mechanisms, each being assigned
di↵erent weights. D i↵erences between the two are the fact that weights are maintained
static over time. T he overall sum is computed di↵erently, and there is no mention of
B ayesian updates or probabilities.
3

Furthermore, the authors use a classi er instead

The false acceptance rate is the equivalent of false positive precision. It is the probability of incorrectly granting authentication privileges to an user
4
The false rejection rate is the probability of incorrectly denying access to the rightful owner.
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of producing a con dence level, which cannot be used for granting di↵erent levels of
security. T he results presented by this paper are however encouraging, showing that
continuous authentication presents good results using multiple biometric authentication
mechanisms.

4.4

Conclusions

We have designed a new Pico unlocking mechanism that supports Pico's claims for continuous and memory e↵ortless authentication. T he scheme is guaranteed to improve on
the existing Picosiblings solution at least by o↵ering a bet ter way of correctly identifying
its owner.
A n evaluation of the scheme is not yet o↵ered because mechanisms such as \ Negligiblecost-per-user " are implementation dependent. T he next chapter will present a prototype
solution. T his o↵ers a bet ter de nition of the scheme, that can be evaluated using the
token unlocking assessment framework. T he results will be compared with the current
Picosiblings implementation allowing for further analysis and conclusions.

Chapter 5

Implementation Prototype
In this chapter we present the prototype developed for the scheme proposed in section
4.2. We have chosen as an implementation platform the A ndroid Nexus 5 smart phone.
T he device o↵ers enough sensors to perform biometric and behavioural analysis1 . T hese
resources will be used to demonstrate that the scheme can be implemented using similar
dedicated hardware that may o↵er more security features.
We have included a brief overview of the A ndroid development model and the platform's security features in appendix A . T his information provides an introduction for
understanding the principles used in the implementation of the prototype.

5.1

Implementation overview

T he A ndroid token unlocking scheme is designed to work as a bound service. It is
implemented in the UAService2 class. Feedback is provided to clients either after an
explicit request or through periodic broadcasts.
E ach authentication mechanism that participates in the scheme may have di↵erent requirements for sampling and processing data. As an example, voice recognition can
gather optimal data during a phone call3 , while face recognition when the phone screen
is unlocked. T herefore, to enable more exibility in the individual mechanisms' implementation, they are developed as independent services.
1

The full range of sensors supported by the Android platform can be found here:
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/sensors/sensors overview.html (accessed on 28.05.2014)
2
The name of the class stands for User Authentication Service
3
Phone call events can be intercepted by registering a listener for the PHONE STATE event.
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UAService communicates with the authentication mechanisms by binding to their service. O n prede ned time intervals it requests the con dence level and weight of each
mechanism. Using this data it then calculates the overall result according to the design
in section 4.2. Feedback is sent back to each registered client for interpretation.

5.2

Implementation details

T his section presents the implementation of the design proposed in section 4.2. T he full
source code for the prototype can be downloaded from Github4 .
T he structure of the A ndroid application is presented in gure 5.1. E ach colour represents an A ndroid component (e.g. activity, service). A full detailed U M L diagram can
be downloaded from Github5 .

Figure 5.1: A uthenticator design overview

5.2.1

UAService

T he token unlocking mechanism is started using the PicoMainActivity class, which acts
as a Pico client. T he scheme itself is developed to be used by binding the UAService
4

https://github.com/cristiantoader/fyp-pico
https://github.com/cristiantoader/fyp-pico/blob/master/PicoUserAuthenticator/dissertation/Pictures/detaileduml.png
5
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A n U M L diagram of the di↵erent components related to UAService is

at tached in gure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: U AService components

PicoMainActivity starts UAService using the Context.startService() method. Communication is enabled by binding to UAService using Context.bindService(). T his
approach protects the lifetime of the authenticator. W hen PicoMainActivity gets sent
to background and loses control of the screen, UAService is not explicitly unbound.
T his guarantees that the service will continue running in the background, and should
also prevent malicious components from stopping it.
C lients need to bind UAService to receive authentication updates. W hen bound, communication is enabled by exchanging Messenger ob jects using the I B inder interface. A
Messenger allows another component to send Message ob jects, and de nes how they
are handled by the receiver through an IncomingHandler. T he Messenger queues all
requests on a single thread, and therefore the application does not require to be thread
safe.
W hen bound by a client, the IncomingHandler used by UAService exposes the following
A P I de ned by the what parameter of a received Message:
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M S G R E G IS T E R C L I E N T
Used for registering a client for periodic broadcasts of the current authentication
con dence level. Feedback is provided at a xed time interval of 1000ms6 .
M S G U N R E G IS T E R C L I E N T
Used for any application component to unregister as a listener from UAService.
MSG G E T STAT US
Used by a client for requesting an explicit authentication status update.
T he UAService service wraps an UserAuthenticator proxy ob ject that implements
most of its functionality. T he UserAuthenticator is responsible for collecting data
from authentication services, and computing the

nal con dence level. T he fact that

the mechanisms are independent services is hidden from the UserAuthenticator using
AuthMech observer ob jects. E ach AuthMech starts and binds an authentication mechanism, listens for con dence level updates, and keeps track of the most recent value.
E ach authentication mechanism service extends the AuthMechService abstract class.
T his de nes them as bound services with the same IncomingHandler implementation.
T he communication with AuthMech is therefore standardized, providing the following
Messenger A P I:
A U T H M E C H R E G IS T E R
Used for registering the UAService client to the AuthMechService.
A U T H M E C H U N R E G IS T E R
Used for unregistering the UAService client from the AuthMechService.

5.2.2

Authentication mechanisms

In order to create a functional prototype, we have implemented a number user authentication mechanisms. T he result quality of each mechanisms is outside the scope of this
project. T heir sole purpose is to demonstrate that sensor data o↵ered by smart phones
can be used to implement biometric and behavioural analysis.
6

An alternative implementation explored in the project was to have each client also register a confidence level using the arg1 parameter of a Message. In this case, the authenticator would only provide
each client with a locked/unlocked result. However, this would shift the meaning of client to that of
an authentication session, with state managed by the unlocking scheme. A client would therefore have
multiple connections, requiring more ICC. Since all Messenger requests made to UAService are queued
to a single thread, this would slow down the feedback process and possibly lead to a denial of service
attack. Therefore we have chosen to reduce the communication overhead, and have each client manage
the status of its authentication sessions based on the confidence level provided by the unlocking scheme.
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W hen developing an individual authentication mechanism, the following abstract requirements need to be satis ed:
1. T he result needs to be quanti able in the form of a percentage ranging from 0 to
100, where 100 means that the mechanism has 100% con dence that the owner of
the token is present.
2. T he mechanism needs to support continuous authentication.
3. T he authentication process needs to be e↵ortless and preferably unobtrusive for
the user.
A list of authentication mechanism examples that can be implemented on the A ndroid
platform is presented in appendix C .
E ach mechanism developed for this scheme extends the AuthMechService abstract class.
As mentioned, this class de nes the mechanism as a bound service. T he communication with UAService is standardized by implementing Service.onBind() to register
the same IncomingHandler implementation. Furthermore, AuthMechService de nes
the decay implementation of a mechanism's weight. T his is developed using a Handler
ob ject that schedules a Runnable to execute at a prede ned time interval. T he Runnable
is responsible for decreasing the mechanism's weight and sending the result to the corresponding AuthMech. F igure 5.3 provides an overview of the components interacting
with AuthMechService.

Figure 5.3: A uthMechService components overview.
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A lthough it is not enforced, each authentication mechanism has the same general design. T he mechanism's Service.onCreate() method initialises the weight of the mechanism, and starts a thread responsible for periodically collecting sensor data using an
access ob ject ( D A O ). T he samples are analysed using a class that mediates interaction with other components and libraries. A fter each successful analysis, the result
is sent back to the corresponding AuthMech and the decay process is started using
AuthMechService.startDecay().
T he biometric libraries used in the prototype provide feedback as a E uclidean distance.
To convert it to a percentage con dence level, we de ne for each mechanism an acceptable threshold. A ny result above the threshold is considered too high and is truncated
to its value. Using equation 5.1 we convert the E uclidean distance to a con dence level.
D ividing the distance over the threshold yields a value between 0 and 1, where 1 is a
very large distance and hence a bad result. B y using one minus this value we invert the
meaning. Values will range between 0 and 1, and 1 corresponds to a con dence level of
100%. T his result is P (E|H ) from equation 4.4.

P (E|H ) = 1

distance
T HRESHOLD

(5.1)

G iven P (E|H ) we can calculate P (H|E) using the B ayesian update formula de ned in
equation 4.4. W hen calculating the nal value of the mechanism, we multiply P (H|E)
with the current decayed weight.
T he following mechanisms have been implemented as part of the prototype: voice recognition, face recognition, location analysis, and a dummy mechanism used for testing.
T he next sections will provide details regarding their functionality and implementation
process.

5.2.2.1

D u m m y mechanism

A dummy authentication mechanism was developed for testing the overall scheme. It
produces random con dence levels within a prede ned range, which provides a controlled
testing environment. A n overview of the components involved in the dummy mechanism
are shown in gure 5.4
T he mechanism was developed in the DummyService class and was designed consistently with the application model. Its DummyService.onCreate() method creates an
authentication thread that periodically generates random values and sends them to
UAService. It does not use any D A O , in order not to over complicate its implementation. T he random values are generated using a DummyAuthMediator ob ject. O nce
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Figure 5.4: D ummy mechanism

the mechanism's con dence level is calculated, the weight decay process is started using
AuthMechService.startDecay() and result updates are sent back to UAService.

5.2.2.2

Voice recogni t ion

T he voice recognition mechanism is implemented in the VoiceService class and extends
the AuthMechService abstract class. T he VoiceService.onCreate() method starts a
thread that periodically gathers data from the microphone, performs biometric authentication, and produces a con dence level. A n overview of the components involved in
this mechanism is presented in gure 5.5.
T he library used for biometric voice recognition is called Recognito7 , developed by
A maury C rickx. It uses a text independent speaker recognition algorithm developed
7

The
library
can
be
downloaded
https://github.com/amaurycrickx/recognito

using

Github

from

the

following

link:
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Figure 5.5: Voice recognition overview.

in Java (SE ). Its author claims very good results in scenarios with minimal background
noise8 .
Porting Recognito for A ndroid required no changes. However, in order to package the
library, a subset of the rt.jar Java (SE ) library is needed for sound le formats. Including the full rt.jar is not possible due to a package name collision with A ndroid
javax.* system libraries. T herefore, we have included only the javax.sound.* package
using a custom jar. T his was purely done to allow the A ndroid Java compiler to build
the application. Using javax.sound features would generate a runtime error. T herefore,
we only use Recognito functions which require direct data input, without any knowledge
of sound le formats.
In order to gather and manage samples compatible with the Recognito library we have
created the VoiceDAO class. Microphone input is gathered using the following prede ned
con guration:
8
It was tested by its author on TED talks such as: https://www.ted.com/talks/browse (visited on
06.01.2014)
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• Sample rate: 44100
• C hannel con guration: A udio Format. C H A N N E L I N M O N O
• A udio format: A udio Format. E N C O D I N G P C M 16B I T
T he minimum bu↵er size required by VoiceDAO is device dependant and pre-calculated
when data recording is initiated using VoiceDAO.startRecord(). T he class wraps an
A ndroid AudioRecord ob ject used for gathering microphone data. W hen the recording
is stopped, data is stored in the ob ject with the option of saving to disk by calling
VoiceDAO.saveRecording().
T he VoiceAuthMediator class was created to mediate calls to the Recognito library.
W hen initialised, it loads the owner con guration, and a prede ned set of background
noises. It then creates a Recognito ob ject and trains it using the data. T his is performed
using the Recognito.createVocalPrint() method.
E very prede ned time interval, the VoiceService authentication thread records data in
double[] format using a VoiceDAO ob ject. It uses the VoiceAuthMediator to analyse
the sample. T his returns the E uclidean distance to the closest match, which is either
the owner, or one of the background noises used for training. We convert the E uclidean
distance from VoiceAuthMediator to a percentage using equation 5.1. T he nal condence is computed, stored in the service, and the decay process is started. W henever
the weight is modi ed, a Message is sent to the corresponding AuthMech and updates
its value.

5.2.2.3

Face recogni t ion

T he face recognition mechanism was implemented in the FaceService class and extends AuthMechService. W hen created, the service starts an authentication thread
that periodically collects data from the camera, performs biometric face recognition,
and produces a con dence level. A n overview of the components involved in the face
recognition mechanism is shown in gure 5.6.
Face recognition is implemented using a modi ed version of the Javafaces library 9 . It
is writ ten entirely using Java (SE ), but unfortunately uses the javax.imageio. package
that is not available in the A ndroid A P I. A considerable amount of code needed to be
ported for the A ndroid platform. A lthough not currently optimised for public use, we
have made the new library publicly available on Github10 .
9

The
original
JavaFaces
library
is
maintained
at
the
following
address:
https://code.google.com/p/javafaces/
10
Can be downloaded from the following link: https://github.com/cristiantoader/JavafacesLib
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Figure 5.6: Face recognition overview.

We will brie y present the changes made when porting the Javafaces library. T he
BufferedImage class had to be replaced by its closest A ndroid equivalent, which is
Bitmap. T his required a number of adaptations due to di↵erences between the two
classes. For example, BufferedImage grey-scale images use a single colour channel for
the grey intensity value. T his had to be changed to the B itmap format that uses all 3
channels. A dditional modi cations were required due to data type mismatches, as well
as other related issues. Furthermore, T he A P I was modi ed to support direct Bitmap
input in order to add more exibility and lighten the main code of the authenticator.
E ach prede ned time interval the FaceService authentication thread collects a picture
from the camera. Its validity is determined using the A ndroid FaceDetector class. If
the image contains a face it continues to be processed, otherwise the weight decays until
a new data sample is collected. T he image collection and validation was simpli ed by
developing the CameraDAO class.
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T he FaceAuthMediator class was implemented to mediate calls to the Javafaces library.
W hen the authentication thread is started, a FaceAuthMediator is created and used for
training the biometric recognizer. It then analyses face data sampled from CameraDAO in
order to produce a result. T he return value represents the E uclidean distance between
the face captured from the camera and the registered owner face.

T his distance is

transformed into a percentage con dence level using equation 5.1, and the decay process
is restarted.
T he A ndroid A P I does not easily allow for a C amera picture to be taken without any
sort of noti cation to the user. Both a shut ter sound and a visual preview display should
be present. T he sound can be disabled by not providing a shut ter callback function when
calling the C amera.takePicture() method.
D isabling the user preview of the camera was more di cult to achieve. T he solution was
to use an A ndroid feature that allows rendering of the preview in a SurfaceTexture
ob ject. T his satis es the A P I's requirement to have a visual display preview for the camera, while the SurfaceTexture itself does not need to be displayed on screen. T herefore
a picture can be taken from a background service without any interruption to the user.
A nother problem encountered by the face recognition service is data sizes. W hen the
Javafaces library performed face recognition, the device was running out of memory.
T his caused the app to be closed by the A ndroid OS. To x this issue, all images collected
from the camera are resized to 50% before they are processed.
T he library combined with the A ndroid SD K does not provide accurate results. T he
reason is that it requires an input image perfectly embedding the face of the user.
Unfortunately, although the A ndroid SD K o↵ers face detection, it only provides the
location of the midway coordinate, and distance between the eyes. Using this data
alone, an accurate crop cannot be made. As a solution, yet another library is needed
to properly detect face regions. T his would provide bet ter input data and increase the
precision of the mechanism.

5.2.2.4

L oca t ion anal ysis

T his mechanism is based on gathering location data and using it to generate a probability that the owner is present. T his is implemented in the LocationService class
and extends the AuthMechService abstract class. D ata is collected periodically using
the LocationManager provided by the A ndroid A P I. A n overview of the components
involved in the location analysis mechanism is shown in gure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Location analysis overview.

A D A O ob ject is used to mediate A ndroid A P I calls and manage the existing owner
con guration. It is implemented in the LocationDAO class. It o↵ers functionality for
gathering and saving location updates. It is developed to use the most accurate data
provider. T he A ndroid A P I o↵ers the following sources of collecting Location data:
• G PS P R O V I D E R: Collects data from the G PS.
• N E T W O R K P R O V I D E R: Collects data from cell tower and W i F i access points.
• PASSI V E P R O V I D E R: Passively collects data from other applications which receive Location updates.

E xternal libraries were not used for the authentication process. We have developed a
primitive location analysis algorithm in the LocationAuthMediator class. D uring the
con guration stage, which is a process managed by LocationActivity, location data is
sampled every 5 minutes and saved in internal storage. A fter the process has ended, each
time a Location is sent for authentication it is compared with all the locations saved
during the con guration process. T he

nal result is the minimum number of meters

between the current Location and any other saved Location.
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W hen the LocationService mechanism is started, its onCreate() method spawns an
authentication thread. T his thread periodically requests the current location using the
LocationDAO. D ata is returned in a Location ob ject and is provided as input to the
LocationAuthMediator. A lthough the result is represented in meters, and is not a
E uclidean distance, it can be converted to a percentage using equation 5.1. O nce the
nal probability is calculated, the weight decay process is restarted.

5.2.3

Owner configuration

T here are a number of components that are used in the con guration of the prototype.
E ach authentication mechanism has a corresponding A ctivity that can be started from
the main A ctivity called PicoUserAuthenticator. T hese are used to register owner
biometrics needed by the mechanisms.
E ach con guration A ctivity uses the same D A O class as its corresponding authentication
mechanism. T he D A O is used for collecting and storing owner data. G iven that the
overall size is relatively small, les are kept in internal storage.

5.2.4

Cryptographic protection

A ll biometric data registered by the owner and used by the mechanisms is stored in
internal memory. T his is protected by the Linux permissions model, and provides su cient security from other applications. However, if an at tacker acquires root privileges,
the biometric les would be completely exposed. To add an additional layer of security,
we have included cryptographic protection of owner data.

Figure 5.8: K ey Manager overview.

T he cryptographic layer is implemented in the KeyManager class. A n overview of the
class structure can be seen in

gure 5.8. It uses the KeyStore A P I in order to keep

an RSA key pair securely stored. Starting with A ndroid 4.3, credentials stored in the
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A ndroid KeyStore are not extractable because they are hardware secured using: Secure
E lement, T P M, or Trust Zone. T he securely stored RSA key pair is used to decrypt
an A ES master key that is kept encrypted in the app's internal memory. O nce it is
retrieved, the A ES master key is used for encryption / decryption of con guration les.
A ll mechanisms except for face recognition use this cryptographic layer to keep data
encrypted in internal memory. T he face recognition mechanism does not support this
feature due to the Javafaces library, which is implemented to process image les independently with no cryptographic support.

5.3

Conclusion

We have described the A ctivity and Service components developed for the prototype, as
well as their communication ow. We have ported two biometric libraries and developed
a location analysis mechanism. D A O ob jects facilitate cryptographic access to owner
con guration

les, and additional classes mediate the calls to external libraries. A n

overview of the app design is available on Github11 .
O ne of the limitations of the prototype is the lack of explicit authentication mechanisms. A nother issue is the precision of the biometric mechanisms, in the lack of bet ter
libraries. However, due to the modular design of the application, existing mechanisms
can be improved simply by importing a new library and modifying the corresponding mediator class.

T he existing set of mechanisms can be increased by creating a

new class that extends AuthMechService and implements the algorithm's logic. In order to be managed by UAService, the new mechanism needs to be included in the
UserAuthenticator.initAvailableDevices() method.

5.4

Related work

Liang C ai et al [17] analyse ways of protecting users from mobile phone sensor sni ng
at tacks. T he authors design a framework used for protecting sensor data from being
leaked. From a security perspective the user should not to be trusted with granting
permissions to di↵erent applications. A solution provided in the paper is for sensors
to become locked once they are used. A downside to this is that malware may deny
service to legitimate applications by creating a race condition for acquiring a sensor
11

https://github.com/cristiantoader/fyp-pico/blob/master/PicoUserAuthenticator/dissertation/Pictures/detaileduml.png
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lock. T his can be solved by using an user noti cation, allowing for the owner to decide
which application acquires the lock.
T he paper by Derawi et al [18] presents the feasibility of implementing gait authentication on A ndroid as an unobtrusive unlocking mechanism. A ccording to the de nition
o↵ered by the authors, \ gait recognition describes a biometric method which allows an
automatic veri cation of the identity of a person by the way he walks " . T he A ndroid implementation developed by the authors has an equal error rate ( E E R) of 20%. Dedicated
devices have an E E R of only 12.9%, and the main cause for this is the sampling rate
available at that time (2010). T he authors have used a Google G1 phone with approximately 40-50 samples per second. T his is much inferior to dedicated accelerometers that
sample data at 100 samples per second. However, by conducting personal experiments
with the accelerometer of a Google Nexus 5 phone, the rates of the highest sampling
set ting (SE NSO R D E L A Y FAS T ES T ) are over 100 samples per second. T herefore the
current performance of the prototype developed in this paper should be closer to 12.9%.
Ming et al [19] present in their paper how to improve speaker recognition accuracy on
mobile phone devices in noisy conditions. T his approach uses a model training technique
based on which missing features may be used to identify noise. T he focus of the paper
is designing and implementing the biometric mechanism.
A nother way of performing speaker recognition involves using voiceprints. T hese are
a set of features extracted from the speaker sample data.

K ersta [20] explains the

mechanism in more detail. T he bene t of having feature extraction, as opposed to a
di↵erent voice recognition mechanism, is that voiceprints do not require any secrets.
T his increases the usability of the mechanism in di↵erent scenarios required by the Pico
authenticator. However, a downside to this approach is that it makes replay at tacks
easier to perform. A ny recording of the user is su cient for an at tacker to trick the
biometric mechanism.
A popular face recognition paper was writ ten by Turk and Pentland [21]. T he biometric
authentication process is based on the concept of \ eigenfaces " . T his is a name given
for the eigenvectors that are used to characterise the features of a face. T hese values
are projected onto the feature space. Using E uclidean distances in the feature space,
classi cation can be performed in order to identify users. A n implementation of this
mechanism was used with the Pico unlocking scheme prototype.
A n unconventional authenticating mechanism is presented by C larke and Furnell [22].
T hey use keystroke analysis in order to make predictions regarding the user of a phone.
T his mechanism is unobtrusive and gathers data during normal user interactions such
as typing a text message or phone number. It is based on a neural network classi er,
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reporting an E E R of 12.8%. Input data used for classi cation is composed out of timings
between successive keystrokes, and the hold time of a pressed key.

Chapter 6

Evaluation
T his chapter presents an evaluation of the proposed token unlocking mechanism. We
start by performing a threat model of the A ndroid prototype. T his should reveal any
security limitations of the implementation, as well as the overall scheme. We continue
by analysing the performance of the prototype and discuss how it can be improved.
G iven a well de ned implementation (5), we assess the scheme using the token unlocking
framework (3.2), and compare the results with the Picosiblings solution. In order to
check for overall improvements, we use the U DS framework to evaluate a Pico token that
uses the proposed token unlocking scheme, and compare the results with the original
work by Bonneau et al [2].

6.1

Threat model

T he threat analysis is performed from an availability, integrity, and con dentiality perspective. We consider the security mechanisms of the A ndroid platform presented in
appendix B as prede ned assumptions used in this model. A t tack paths are analysed
in di↵erent scenarios based on whether an at tacker has physical access to the token or
not. A lthough we are making a security assessment for a prototype developed on the
commercial A ndroid platform, similar issues may arise for a future implementation that
uses dedicated hardware.

A vailabili t y
B reaking the scheme's availability while the device is in the possession of the at tacker
is relatively trivial. T he application can be uninstalled, or the application data cache
40
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can be cleared, therefore removing the owner biometric models used by the individual
mechanisms. Furthermore, in this scenario the owner is no longer in possession of their
Pico, so basically the device is already unavailable.
Let us analyse what denial of service ( DoS) exploits can be achieved by a remote attacker. Removing the owner con guration data from internal storage would make the
authenticator unusable. T his can only be achieved if the at tacker (or a malware application designed by the at tacker) manages to get root access on the device. G iven the
Linux permissions model, there would be no way to protect this data from deletion.
However, without root access the application data cannot be accessed or modi ed.
B ased on each device platform, multiple apps recording data from a sensor may not
be possible. T his can enable a DoS at tack on the prototype by having malware locking sensors before the authenticator. T his would make data collection impossible, and
therefore the mechanisms' weights would gradually decrease to 0. T he overall con dence
level would be lowered, preventing the user from authenticating. A fter performing experiments, we can con rm this problem for the Google Nexus 5 smart phone when two
applications try to record microphone data using di↵erent sampling rates1 .
T he current prototype is susceptible to a DoS at tack caused by too many clients registered with the authenticator. G iven that no permission is required to register to the
UAService component, an unlimited number of connections can be made. T herefore,
broadcasting the authentication status to each client may cause considerable delays.
Furthermore, in order to unburden the developer from developing thread-safe code, I C C
is performed on a single thread. T his means that by spamming UAService with requests,
the at tacker can achieve a DoS at tack for legitimate Pico clients. T his can be

xed if

we only allow access to application developed by the same author as the authenticator
app.

I ntegri t y
T he prototype stores data in internal storage, and cannot be accessed by other applications due to the Linux permissions mechanism. However, as mentioned in the previous
section, if the at tacker gains root privileges it may modify any data on the device. T he
at tack can be performed regardless of physical access.
1
The apps were trying to record microphone data using the AudioRecord class; application one was
using a sampling rate of 44100 and application two 22050.
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From a data ow point of view, I C C is performed using the /dev/binder node driver.
A ccording to the o cial A ndroid source code2 , although the node is readable and writeable by any application, communication is performed using I O C T L calls. D ata is transferred from one component to the other without the possibility to intercept or modify.
G iven that A ndroid I C C is secure, data either from the sensors or from app components
cannot be tampered.

C on dent iali t y
A ndroid apps may share private resources only if developed by the same author. T his
is determined by verifying the signature of the app, which is performed using a private
key speci c to each developer. T herefore, an at tack where owner con guration data is
leaked due to private resource sharing would only be possible if the at tacker manages
to acquire the private key that was used for signing the authenticator app. We will
consider this to be a scenario outside the scope of the project.
A nother case where owner authentication data can be accessed is having malware run
with root privileges. T his would allow an at tacker the rights to read any application's
data. However, the owner's biometric les would not be compromised, as they are kept
encrypted using the A ndroid K eychain A P I. A lthough the data can be read from internal
storage, it cannot be interpreted in a meaningful way. Starting with A ndroid 4.3, the
K eychain A P I has hardware support, making the encryption keys non-extractable.
O n A ndroid versions earlier than 4.3, the following con dentiality at tack path can be
performed.

G iven root access, the at tacker may retrieve the A ES master key used

by the keychain manager to store credentials. Using this key they can then retrieve
the authenticator's application key used for encrypting owner con guration
retrieving this

les. B y

nal key, the at tacker may decode sensitive data (i.e. biometric data)

and leak it outside of the system, therefore compromising con dentiality.
A solution to this problem is not keeping the key used for decryption on the device.
It should be generated on the app's

rst run, and communicated securely back to a

credentials server. W henever the authenticator app starts, it would request the key
remotely via a secure connection, use it to decrypt owner authentication les, and discard
it without saving.
From a data ow perspective, I C C should o↵er full con dentiality. As previously mentioned, the /dev/binder device node used for I C C is managed by a driver which listens
2
For
convenience,
a
link
to
the
binder
driver
is
found
here:
https://android.googlesource.com/kernel/common.git/+/android-3.0/drivers/staging/android/binder.c
(visited on 06.02.2014).
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for ioctl requests. D ata cannot be compromised as it is transferred from one component to the other. O nly UAService is an exported component that may be accessed
by other apps. It only provides

nal authentication feedback from the mechanisms,

and only exposes a limited A P I through the I B inder interface ob ject used for Message
passing.
T he communication between the authenticator and Pico can be secured, preventing other
applications to register for updates. T his can be achieved using runtime permission label
checks. Both Pico and its authenticator would need to de ne these permission in their
manifest les. A dditional checks would need to be added for I C C in UAService.
Liang C ai et al [17] presents the problem of sensor sni ng. A malware application may
collect all relevant data on its own from the user, using the same functionality as the
prototype. T his would allow for a powerful replay at tack in the future. A drienne Porter
Felt et al [23] show that when installing an app only 17% of users pay at tention to the
A ndroid permissions dialogue, and only 3% understand what each permission represents.

D esign mo del a t t acks
Pico needs to be unlocked only in the presence of its owner. In order to do so, the token
unlocking scheme needs to gather valid sample data. Let us consider a few scenarios
and assess any design issues.
T he most unfavourable scenario is to have the owner silently sit ting at work with their
smart phone on the table. Voice and face recognition mechanisms would not gather any
valid samples. Location data can be collected, o↵ering some con dence that the owner is
present. If authentication is required for a high security transaction, such as logging in to
an online banking account, the overall score output ted by the scheme would not be high
enough to grant access. T he scheme would therefore make an explicit authentication
request, o↵ering the user the possibility to generate valid data.
T he main problem with the scheme is not denying service to the owner, but rather
falsely granting it. G iven the same situation as before, let us assume the owner forgets
the smart phone on their desk and leaves the o ce for a break. Just as before, only
location data can be collected, providing some con dence that the owner is present.
Ideally as the owner leaves, most authentication sessions managed by the Pico should
be closed.

T his should happen once the con dence level becomes too low, and the

explicit authentication mechanisms are ignored.
From the authenticator's perspective there is no di↵erence between the two scenarios
presented above.

T he

rst suggests that non biometric mechanisms should provide
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su cient con dence to provide authentication when the owner \ goes silent " . T he second
scenario requires the opposite; when the owner can no longer provide biometric data,
they are likely no longer with the token and Pico should lock.
A compromise solution is needed for the two scenarios.

Non-biometric mechanisms

need to provide a con dence level that is almost su cient to grant access to most
medium-level security accounts. Periodically, explicit authentication requests will be
made by the mechanism in order to provide a su ciently high score. G iven the decaying
weights, the con dence level will gradually drop until another explicit authentication is
required. T he weights and decay rates need to be con gured in such a way that the time
interval between two explicit authentication requests is acceptable for the user, without
compromising security. We suggest the time interval of 1 minute, but a user study would
be more appropriate to determine this value.
A n alternative solution to the problem presented above is to have an auxiliary biometric
sensor that the owner would carry at all times. A good example is a heartbeat monitor.
T his can be embedded in an every day item such as a watch. T he heartbeat authentication mechanism combined with the existing location analysis mechanism should provide
a su ciently high con dence level to unlock Pico for any medium-security authentication
session.

6.2

Functional evaluation

We have performed a series of tests in order to assess the usability and performance of
the scheme's prototype.
B at tery power is a scarce resource for hand-held devices. T he amount of time they can
function without recharging directly determines their availability. T he token unlocking scheme we have proposed requires periodic sampling of sensor data. T his can be a
power consuming task, if not managed appropriately. G iven that the prototype's individual mechanisms use a con gurable sampling rate, we continue by analysing the power
consumption for di↵erent time intervals. T he analysis was performed using the Trepn
pro ling tool developed by Q ualcomm3 . Results for the application's average C P U and
Power usage are posted in table 6.1.
Results from table 6.1 show a high C P U and Power usage for a small sampling rate
of 5 seconds. T his drops considerably as the sampling time interval increases. In order to have the prototype constantly functional, sampling rates need to be con gured in
3

The
tool’s
official
website
can
be
found
at
the
following
address:
https://developer.qualcomm.com/mobile-development/increase-app-performance/trepn-profiler
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1
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3
4
5
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Sampling rate (s)
5
10
15
20
25
30

A verage C P U (%)
10.61
4.68
4.04
3.27
2.62
2.34

A verage Power (m W )
313.17
279.48
192.61
81.57
111.93
72.86

Table 6.1: A pplication pro ling results using Trepn

conjunction with the decay process and initial weights of the mechanisms. T his is a multivariate optimisation problem, where we are trying to minimise the power consumption
and error rate of mechanism.
In order to assess the time performance of the prototype, we have recorded key stages
for each mechanism in table 6.2.
Mechanism
Voice recognition
Face recognition
Location analysis

Initialisation (s)
2.586
18.134
0.192

A uthentication (s)
0.897
1.951
0.012

Table 6.2: T iming performance results.

Results show a high initialisation time for the face recognition mechanism. T his has
a direct impact on the token's usability, as the owner has to wait during the rst use
of the unlocking mechanism. However, authentication time is relatively small with a
maximum of 2 seconds. W ith the current periodic sampling implementation, the delay
can be hidden from the user by adjusting the sampling rate of each mechanism. However,
results from table 6.2 can be relevant for implementations that do not sample data at
xed time intervals.
T he precision of each authentication mechanism used in the scheme is outside the scope
of this project. However, we have performed a series of informal tests showing that data
validation is performed accurately. T he face recognition mechanism correctly identi es
when a face is not present in the camera image, and background noise is correctly
detected by the voice recognition mechanism.

6.3

Token unlocking framework evaluation

We will continue by evaluating the proposed scheme with the token unlocking framework
de ned in section 3.2.
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T he scheme is \ memorywise-e↵ortless " because it doesn't require any secrets to provide authentication. T he sensors used for authentication are embedded in the token,
therefore o↵ering \ nothing-to-carry " . It is also \ easy-to-learn " , as user authentication
is performed non-obtrusively. As shown in the evaluation from table 6.2, although user
authentication is performed in a timely manner, set ting up the scheme may take some
time. T herefore, the \ e cient-to-use " property is only quasi-o↵ered. T he scheme only
quasi-o↵ers \ infrequent errors " because of the underlying biometric and behavioural authentication. A ny di↵erences in biometric features that may occur can be resolved by
re-con guring the authenticator. T he prototype does not have a well de ned secure
process for this task. In the lack of additional details we mark the scheme to only quasio↵er \ easy-recovery-from-loss " . As brie y shown in section 6.1, even in unfavourable
scenarios the scheme may still provide authentication to the token. T he \ availability "
property is therefore satis ed.
G iven that multiple continuous authentication mechanisms are combined, the scheme
o↵ers \ accessibility " to any user, regardless of disabilities. Since it is implemented as an
A ndroid app, it has a \ negligible-cost-per-user " both for the owner and the developer.
It is not \ mature " since it has only been prototyped. T he \ non-proprietary " property is
o↵ered, as long as the individual mechanisms are developed using free to use algorithms
and libraries.
From a security perspective the scheme is \ resilient-to-physical-observations " . If an attacker would have valid pre-recordings of the owner for all biometric mechanisms, they
would still need to perform these in a location considered safe by the authenticator.
Furthermore, the replays would have to be performed periodically in order to keep the
authentication session alive. T herefore, due to the di culty to perform a replay at tack,
the scheme is considered to be \ resilient-to-targeted-impersonation " . T he \ resilient-tothrot tled-guessing " , \ resilient-to-unthrot tled-guessing " , and \ resilient-to-theft " properties do not apply. T he scheme is not \ unlinkable " because biometric data is unique
for each individual. In order to satisfy the Pico requirements, all mechanism involved
in the token unlocking process support \ continuous-authentication " . T he authenticator
provides as nal feedback a con dence level, which allows for \ multi-level-unlocking " .
Intentional disclosure of authentication credentials would pose the same di culties as a
replay at tack, and therefore the scheme o↵ers \ non-disclosability " .
T he results are summarised in table 6.3. Column properties are highlighted to facilitate
the comparison with the Picosiblings solution4 .
4

The colours have the following meanings based on the result: green - o↵ered, red - not o↵ered, and
yellow - quasi o↵ered.

C hapter 6. Evaluation
Property
Memorywise-e↵ortless
Nothing-to-carry
E asy-to-learn
E cient-to-use
Infrequent-errors
E asy-recovery-from-loss
A vailability
A ccessible
Negligible-cost-per-user
Mature
Non-proprietary
Resilient-to-physical-observations
Resilient-to-targeted-impersonation
Resilient-to-throt tled-guessing
Resilient-to-unthrot tled-guessing
Resilient-to-theft
Unlinkable
Continuous-authentication
Multi-level-unlocking
Non-disclosability
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Picosiblings
O↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered

Proposed scheme
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered

Table 6.3: Token unlocking framework results.

T he proposed solution does not completely dominate Picosiblings. T his is only because
the scheme is not \ unlinkable " . It performs bet ter by o↵ering \ nothing-to-carry " and
quasi-o↵ering \ easy-recovery-from-loss " . T he prototype also has a \ negligible-cost-peruser " , which is something Picosiblings do not aim to achieve. In terms of security
it is also bet ter by o↵ering the \ resilient-to-theft " , \ multi-level-unlocking " , and \ nondisclosability properties.
In conclusion, we achieve our proposed goal of providing a solution that is bet ter than
Picosiblings in at least one property.

6.4

UDS framework evaluation

We now perform the reassessment of a Pico that uses our proposed token unlocking
mechanism. T he evaluation is performed using the U DS framework developed by Bonneau et al [2]. We will compare the result with the original Pico assessment in order to
check for improvements. A summary is presented in table 6.4.
T he U DS framework assessment shows similar results to the token unlocking framework.
B y using the new scheme, Pico achieves a bet ter overall score by improving two properties
in exchange for one. It now o↵ers \ easy-to-learn " , as it no longer requires Picosibling
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Property
Memorywise-e↵ortless
Scalable-for-users
Nothing-to-carry
Physically-e↵ortless
E asy-to-learn
E cient-to-use
Infrequent-errors
E asy-recovery-from-loss
A ccessible
Negligible-cost-per-user
Server-compatible
B rowser-compatible
Mature
Non-proprietary
Resilient-to-physical-observations
Resilient-to-targeted-impersonation
Resilient-to-throt tled-guessing
Resilient-to-unthrot tled-guessing
Resilient-to-internal-observaions
Resilient-to-leaks-from-other-veri ers
Resilient-to-phising
Resilient-to-theft
No-trusted-third-party
Requiring-explicit-consent
Unlinkable

Picosiblings
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered

Proposed scheme
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Q uasi-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
Not-o↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
O↵ered
Not-o↵ered

Table 6.4: U DS framework assessment.

secret share management. In the lack of a cost analysis, we will consider that even with
the new scheme the \ negligible-cost-per-user " property is not o↵ered. B y relying on
more than auxiliary devices, a Pico that uses the proposed scheme does o↵er \ resilientto-theft " .
T he only property where Picosiblings outperforms the scheme presented in this dissertation is \ unlinkable " . Unfortunately, this trade-o↵ cannot be xed as the mechanisms
combined in the scheme need to rely on biometrics and behavioural analysis, which are
unique for each individual.

Chapter 7

Conclusion
T he purpose of this dissertation was to provide an alternative unlocking scheme for
the Pico token [1]. B y analysing its design in chapter 2, we have concluded that an
alternative mechanism requires to be memorywise e↵ortless, and provide support for
continuous authentication.
We have identi ed and brie y presented the web authentication U DS assessment framework developed by Bonneau et al [2]. T his work provided an initial evaluation of Pico
using Picosiblings. A nalysing the paper revealed issues of the Pico token, some of which
directly related to its unlocking mechanism (e.g. not easy to learn).
To have a bet ter way of evaluating a token unlocking scheme, in section 3.2 we have
created a derivation of the original framework by Bonneau et al. Some properties were
removed, and others were changed in order to t the context of token unlocking mechanisms. Furthermore, we have extended the framework by adding four original properties.
Having a list of requirements, and a way of assessing the new solution, we have designed
a scheme based on combining biometric and behavioural analysis mechanisms. E ach
mechanism generates a probability that the owner is in possession of the token. T hese
probabilities are combined using a modi ed weighted sum, in order to generate an overall
con dence level. A nother original contribution is that each mechanism has an initial
weight that decays in time from one valid data sample to the other.
G iven a well de ned design of the new scheme, we have successfully developed a prototype using a Google Nexus 5 device that runs an A ndroid 4.4.2 operating system. T his
has proven that the solution can be implemented using existing hardware. Furthermore,
the prototype o↵ered useful insight for future implementations of the scheme. We have
concluded that an e cient implementation requires authentication mechanisms to run
as independent processes. We have presented a basic application design, and showed
49
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how di↵erent components should interact. As presented, data should be validated prior
to analysis, and in the lack of a valid sample, the weight decay process should continue.
A n unexpected problem was that although the A ndroid platform o↵ers a wide range of
sensors for the implementation of multiple mechanisms (details in appendix C ), the lack
of open source biometric libraries has lead to a low precision of the overall scheme.
T he proposed unlocking mechanism was evaluated using the U DS framework developed
by Bonneau et al, and the token unlocking framework developed in section 3.2. T he
results of the analysis have shown that the new proposed scheme cannot completely
outperform Picosiblings due to the \ unlinkable " property. O therwise, an overall improvement is achieved in the number of o↵ered properties. In addition, the new unlocking mechanism o↵ers the possibility of having granular unlocking, where the Pico token
could o↵er individual locked and unlocked states based on the current con dence level
and the security level required by the account.
A threat model of the prototype has shown a number of at tacks that may be performed
on the A ndroid application. Important insight was provided when studying design model
at tacks in section 6.1. T his has shown that in scenarios where no valid data can be
collected, a compromise needs to be made regarding the time interval between successful
explicit authentication requests. Together with the power consumption analysis from
section 6.2, this essentially becomes a multivariate optimisation problem where we need
to minimise power consumption and user inconvenience, while maximising accuracy.

Future work
As shown in the previous section, the new token unlocking scheme o↵ers Pico an overall
improvement. However, additional work is required in order to improve details of the
design, as well as the prototype. A dditional details are presented in this section.
T he A ndroid prototype was developed as a proof of concept. Further experiments need
to be performed using di↵erent weights and decay functions. A user study is required in
order to determine the acceptable time interval between consecutive explicit authentication requests, and the implementation needs to be adapted accordingly. W hen performing this analysis, the power consumption results from section 6.2 need to be considered,
in order to improve the lifetime of the device.
T he set of individual mechanisms used with the scheme's prototype can be improved.
E xplicit authentication mechanisms are not currently supported and need to be implemented. Bet ter biometric libraries should be either developed or imported in order to
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increase accuracy. Furthermore, additional mechanisms should be added for the platform. A number of viable suggestions are made in appendix C .
W ith the current prototype, the voice and face recognition mechanisms sample data at
xed time intervals. T his should be change by taking advantage of user behaviour and
A ndroid events. E xamples for this were given in section 5.1.
T he face recognition mechanism can be improved either by introducing another library
that performs face detection, or by using a di↵erent face recognition library that o↵ers
both features. C ryptographic support needs to be added for this mechanism. It can be
performed through additional modi cations of the Javafaces library, that would allow
it to use raw binary data during the training process.
A safer prototype would be to develop a root system service using the A ndroid N D K C
compiler. T he binary has to be included in the system partition of the boot image in
order to be accessible by the init process during start up. T he init.rc con guration
le used by init also needs to be con gured to start the service. T his implementation
requires modi cations to the /system partition. T he process does not limit to simply
gaining root privileges. T he root / directory is mounted as ramdisk, and therefore any
modi cations will be reverted once the device is rebooted. In order to make persistent
changes, the boot image needs to be modi ed and re- ashed on the device.

Appendix A

Android development and
security
To gain a bet ter understanding of di↵erent design decisions and limitations of our implementation, we will present a brief literature review of the A ndroid development platform.
Mechanisms and components will be described with an emphasis on security.
W illiam E nck et al [24] o↵er a good introduction to A ndroid application development.
T hey focus on the security aspects of the development platform. It is a relatively old paper (2008), from the same year of the A ndroid initial release. However, the fundamental
design principles and security concepts that are discussed did not change considerably.
T he platform's open standards were made public in November 2007. T his allowed researchers such as the authors of this paper to perform a pre-release analysis of the
system.
A ndroid uses as a core operating system a port of the Linux kernel. T his introduces to
the platform some of the Linux security mechanisms (i.e.

le permissions, access control

policies). O n top of the kernel there is an application middleware layer composed out
of the Java D alvik virtual machine, core Java application libraries, as well as libraries
which o↵er support for storage, sensors, display, and other device features. A pplications
are supported by the middleware and developed using the A ndroid Java SD K .
T he A ndroid development model is based on building an application from multiple components. Depending on their purpose, the SD K de nes four types: activity, service,
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content provider, and broadcast receiver. For the purpose of brevity we will not discuss each individual component 1 . To allow meaningful interaction, Inter Component
Communication (I C C ) is enabled using special ob jects called Intents.
T he application we are developing needs to perform most of its processing in the background. It does not require any explicit user interaction. A ccording to the A ndroid
model, this should be achieved using Services. To enable convenient component interaction, services can be bound engaging in a client-server communication. A n important
note made in the paper is that while a Service is bound, it cannot be terminated by an
explicit stop action. A ccording to the A ndroid development A P I guide

2

there are two

independent scenarios describing the lifetime of a bound service:
1. If the service was not previously running, and a \ bindService() " command is issued
by a component, the service is kept alive for as long as clients are still bound. A
client becomes unbound by calling \ unbindService() " .
2. If the service is started using \ onStart Command() " it can only be stopped if it
has no bound clients and an explicit request is made either via \ stopSelf() " or
\ stopService " . Unlike the previous case, its lifetime persists even with no bound
components.
T he paper discusses two types of A ndroid security enforcements: I C C , and system level.
System level security is based on the Linux permission model. W hen installed, each app
is allocated an U I D and G I D . T his allows internal storage access control restrictions,
keeping application data sandboxed from other apps.
I C C security is the main focus of the paper. Intent communication is based on commands
sent to the \ / dev / binder " device node.

T he node needs to be world readable and

writeable by any application. T herefore, A ndroid cannot mediate I C C using the Linux
permissions model. Security relies on a Mandatory A ccess Control (M A C ) framework
enforced by a reference monitor. T his protection is implemented by the driver responsible
for processing I O C T L calls for the \ / dev / binder " node.
D uring development, each application needs to de ne a manifest le3 . Some of the security con gurations de ned in this le are: declared components and their capabilities,
permissions required by the app, and permissions other apps need to have in order to
interact with app components. T hese entries are used as labels for the M A C framework.
1

More details on the role of each component can be found on the Android website:
http://developer.android.com/guide/components/fundamentals.html
2
http://developer.android.com/guide/components/bound-services.html
3
Full details regarding the manifest file can be found on the Android website:
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html
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Using the app manifest le, each component can be de ned as either public or private.
T his re nement is con gured by the \ exported "

eld. It de nes whether or not another

application may launch or interact with one of its components. W hen this paper was
writ ten, the \ exported " eld was defaulted to \ true " . However, as shown by Ste↵en and
Mathias [25] in 2013, starting with A ndroid 4.2 the default of this value was changed to
\ false " , and now conforms to the \ principle of least privilege " .
Components listening for Intents need to have an intent- lter registered in the application manifest

le. T his allows them to export only a limited set of intents to other

applications. Further restrictions to Intent ob jects are o↵ered by the SD K using permission labels. T his mechanism provides runtime security checks for the application.
It is an additional prevention mechanism for data leaks through I C C . A n application
may broadcast an event throughout the system. B y using permission labels, only apps
that have the respective permission may process the event. Furthermore, Services may
check for permissions when they are bound by another component. T his allows them to
expose di↵erent A P Is depending on the binder.
Ste↵en and Mathias [25] focus on deeper issues of the A ndroid platform. T hey show
how problems are solved from one A ndroid version to the other. Unfortunately, O E Ms
tend not to update the software of their devices once they have shipped, which creates
a high security risk.
T he starting point of understanding A ndroid security is learning how it is bootstrapped
during the ve step booting process:
1. Initial bootloader (I B L) is loaded from R O M.
2. I B L checks the signature of the bootloader ( B L) and loads it into R A M.
3. B L checks the signature of the linux kernel (L K ) and loads it into R A M.
4. L K initialises all existing hardware and starts the linux \ init " process.
5. T he init process reads a con guration le and boots the rest of L A .
T he android security model is split by the paper in two categories: system security, and
application security.
A ndroid provides a keychain A P I used for storing sensitive material such as certi cates
and other credentials. T hese are encrypted using a master key, which is stored using
A ES encryption. Security needs to begin somewhere. A n assumption has to be made
about a state being secure from which multiple security extensions can be made. In
this case, the master key is considered to be that point of security. However, given
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a rooted device, the master key itself can be retrieved from the system and therefore
compromising all other credentials. T he A ndroid base system (libraries, app framework,
and app runtime) is located in the \ system " partition. A lthough it is writeable only by
the root user, as mentioned before, exploits which grant this privilege exist.
From the user's perspective, an interesting \ feature " which may a↵ect the ow of information within A ndroid is the fact that applications from the same author may share
private resources. W hen installing an app the user needs to accept its prede ned set of
permissions. D ue to resource sharing, a situation may present itself where an application that has permissions for the owner's contacts may communicate with an application
that has permissions for internet in order to leak con dential data. A developer may
therefore construct pairs of legitimate applications in order to mask a data ow at tack.
T he A ndroid OS o↵ers a number of memory corruption mitigations in order to avoid
bu↵er over ow at tacks, or return oriented programming. T he following list presents
these low level security mechanisms:
• Implements mmap min addr which restricts mmap memory mapping calls. T his
prevents N U L L pointer related at tacks.

• Implements X N (execute never) bit to mark memory as non-executable.
mechanism prevents at tackers from executing remote code passed as data.

•

T he
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the bouncer is to verify apps prior to installation by checking for malware signatures
and pat terns.
Secure USB debugging was introduced starting with A ndroid 4.4.2. T his only allows
hosts registered with the device to have USB debugging permissions. T he mechanism is
circumvented if the user does not have a screen lock.
A ccording to the paper, the A ndroid OS is responsible for 96% of mobile phone malware.
T he authors claim that this is the case due to 4 big issues of the A ndroid platform:
1. Security updates are delayed or never deployed. T his is due to a number of approvals that an update needs to receive prior to deployment.

T his introduces

an additional cost to the manufacturer ( O E M), that does not generate any revenue. T he ma jority of teams working on the A ndroid platform are focusing on
current releases. In most cases there are simply not enough resources to merge
Google security updates to the O E M repository. Furthermore, the consequences
of a failed OS update may cause \ bricking " of the device, which is a huge risk
for the manufacturer. A ll these issues lead to very few security updates. T herefore, important features such as R E Lro are never deployed, making older A ndroid
releases vulnerable.
2. O E Ms weaken the security of A ndroid by introducing custom modi cations before
they roll out a device.
3. T he A ndroid permission model is defective. A ccording to K elley et al [26], most
users do not understand the permission dialogue when installing an application.
Furthermore, even if they could understand the dialogue, most of the time it is
ignored in order to use the exciting new app. A ccording to the same study, most
applications are over-privileged. T his is due to developers not understanding what
each privilege grants. Furthermore, as previously pointed out, apps developed by
the same owner may share resources and implicitly privileges.
4. Google Play has a low barrier for malware. A developer distribution agreement
( D D A ) and a developer program policy ( D P P) need to be agreed to and signed by
the developer before submit ting the application to the A ndroid market. However,
Google Play does not check upfront if an application adheres to D D A and D D P.
T he application is only reviewed if it becomes suspect of breaking the agreements.
Furthermore, according to [27] there are ways of circumventing the Bouncer program4 .
4

An example of such an application is presented in an article written in Tech Republic: http://www.techrepublic.com/blog/google-in-the-enterprise/malware-in-the-google-play-storeenemy-inside-the-gates/# (visited on 29.05.2014).
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We have brie y presented the A ndroid development model, existing mechanisms, and
the security of the platform. T his information should be su cient to understand the
principles involved in the design of the prototype developed for this dissertation project.

Appendix B

Token Unlocking Framework
evaluation examples
T he following sections present examples of how the token unlocking framework should be
used. We will be assessing P I Ns, and biometric face unlock. Together with the Picosiblings evaluation in section 3.3, each scheme represents a di↵erent type of authentication
method. Picosiblings essentially are a secret the owner has, P I Ns are a secret the owner
knows, and Face-unlock re ects who the owner is.

B.1

PIN

P I Ns are token authentication mechanisms similar to passwords. T he di↵erence between
the two is that they use a smaller set of input characters. A dditional protection comes
from steep security measures when the authentication challenge has failed. As an example, typing 3 wrong P I Ns on a mobile phone would lock the owner's SI M card. A lot of
the P I N properties should however be similar with those o↵ered by passwords.
T he scheme relies on knowing a secret, which is not \ memorywise-e↵ortless " . It does
however o↵er the \ nothing-to-carry " property. Because of its similarity with passwords
users nd it \ easy-to-learn " . T he small character set allows for fast user input and validation making P I Ns \ e cient-to-use " . Mistakes however may still occasionally occur,
and due to the lack of visual feedback
1

1

the scheme only quasi-o↵ers \ infrequent-errors " .

If existent, visual feedback for PINs generally consists of ‘*’ characters.
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P I Ns are generally easily reset by the manufacturer using online services, therefore having \ easy-recovery-from-loss "

2.

T he scheme o↵ers the \ availability " property, as the

authentication process cannot be impaired by external factors.
Just as passwords P I Ns score all points in deployability. T hey can be used regardless of disabilities, making them \ accessible " . T hey have virtually no cost, satisfying
the \ negligible-cost-per-user " property. Being a subset of passwords, we consider the
mechanism to be \ mature " and \ non-proprietary " .
From a security perspective P I Ns score poorly.

T hey are not \ resilient-to-physical-

observation " . A nyone can eavesdrop the input of a P I N either by shoulder sur ng or
recording with a camera. Just as passwords, P I Ns are often writ ten down in plain
sight. However, in the lack of relevant studies3 we will mark the scheme to quasi-o↵er
\ resilient-to-targeted-impersonation " . T he restricted character set makes P I Ns adopt
harsher security policies when provided invalid input. T hey are generally locked after
three bad at tempts, making them \ resilient-to-throt tled-guessing " . T he \ resilient-tounthrot tled-guessing " property is implementation dependent. However, security tokens
are dedicated devices that generally have tamper resistant memory, making unthrot tled
guessing not possible. A ny hardware P I Ns may require does not compromise the mechanism, therefore o↵ering \ resilient-to-theft " . Users have the freedom of choosing any P I N.
E ven in situations when reused with multiple tokens, credentials are generally salted and
therefore \ unlinkable " . T he scheme does not o↵er \ continuous-authentication " because
the process is not e↵ortless for the user. T hey can only provide locked or unlocked
feedback, and therefore do not o↵er \ multi-level-unlocking " . T he owner may disclose
their P I N at any time, making the \ non-disclosability " property unsatis ed.

B.2

Face unlock

A lthough not currently used as a security token unlocking mechanism, face recognition
is a viable biometric authentication scheme. It can be ported for a token such as Pico,
which is designed to have a camera. W ith a variety of possible implementations, for
accessibility reasons we will analyse the A ndroid face unlocking mechanism.
Face unlock is \ memorywise-e↵ortless " , as any other biometric scheme. It o↵ers the
\ nothing-to-carry property " , the camera being embedded as part of the token. T he
mechanism is \ easy-to-learn " , since it only needs the user to look at the camera. T he
2
An example of this is the RSA SecurID. An example reset procedure is described at the following
link: http://uk.emc.com/collateral/15-min-guide/h12278-am8-help-desk-administrator-guide.pdf
3
Just as Bonneau et al suggest [2], a relevant study would assess acquaintances’ ability to guess the
PIN of a subject.
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authentication process is performed almost instantly, making the scheme \ e cient-touse " . T he scheme is dependent on camera positioning, obstructing ob jects (e.g. glasses,
earrings), and face mimic. In conjunction with the U DS framework assessment of biometrics in general, the scheme does not o↵er \ infrequent-errors " . If the scheme no
longer functions as a result of change in facial traits, A ndroid has a backup unlocking
mechanism. T his may also be used to disable or recalibrate the scheme, therefore offering \ easy-recovery-from-loss " . T he \ availability " property is not satis ed due to the
dependence on external factors such as light or obstacles.
A ndroid face recognition is \ accessible " for anyone regardless of disabilities. It o↵ers
the \ negligible-cost-per-user " property, given that the hardware was already present
in devices without face recognition features. D ue to limited user exposure it is only
quasi- \ mature " . O n A ndroid, the scheme is implemented as not \ non-proprietary " .
O bserving the owner authenticate does not provide any advantage to an at tacker. It
therefore o↵ers the \ resilient-to-physical-observations " property.

Targeted imperson-

ation is an issue with any biometric mechanism. T he scheme is vulnerable to replay
at tacks (i.e. a picture of the owner's face) and therefore does not o↵er \ resilient-totargeted-impersonation " . T he " resilient-to-throt tled-guessing \ and \ resilient-to-unthrot tledguessing " properties do not apply. G iven the A ndroid implementation, neither does
\ resilient-to-theft " . T he same authentication data is used with any veri er, and therefore the \ unlinkable " property is not o↵ered.

T he scheme is implemented without

\ continuous-authentication " or \ multi-level-unlocking " although both can be supported
by biometric mechanisms. G iven the possibility of deliberately providing data for a
replay at tack, the scheme only quasi-o↵ers the \ non-disclosability " property.

Appendix C

Examples of supported Android
authentication mechanisms
A ndroid provides an extensive sensor A P I that can support the token unlocking scheme
proposed in section 4.2. T his can be used to develop a number of continuous authentication mechanisms. We have listed the following non-exhaustive set of examples:
Face recogni t ion
T he mechanism is based on capturing an image of the user's face and performing
face recognition. Sampling valid face images can be performed without explicit
requests by predicting user behaviour. We will use as an example an user that
owns a phone with a front-facing camera. W hen the owner is unlocking the phone,
there is a high probability that they will be looking towards the screen. T his
provides a good opportunity for the face recognition service to capture a valid
sample. Using the A ndroid A P I, this can be achieved by registering a \ B roadcast Receiver " to listen for the one of the following events: A C T I O N SC R E E N O N,
A C T I O N SC R E E N O F F , or A C T I O N USE R P R ESE N T . T he mechanism may
continue to perform face recognition based on collected data and a previously
recorded sample of the owner.

A simple face recognition mechanism was also

implemented as part of the prototype.
Voice recogni t ion
A voice recognition mechanism can record data either periodically, or based on
A ndroid events. It may then perform voice recognition and provide a con dence
level of the owner being present. Voice sampling does not necessarily imply a
voice password. A n analysis can be performed using feature extraction.

T his

facilitates the sampling process, which may be performed at any time. W ith a
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frequent sampling period, the owner of the device is likely to be recorded while
speaking, which would provide a valid data sample. For even bet ter con dence
the mechanism can be implemented to start recording when a call is either made
or received. O n A ndroid this can be achieved by listening for a P H O N E S T A T E
event. A simple voice recognition mechanism was implemented as part of the
prototype.
I ris scan ning
Similar to face recognition, this can be implemented by taking advantage of user
behaviour while using the phone. W hen the phone is unlocked, the user is very
likely to face the front camera, allowing for a good capture. T he only problem
with this mechanism is the quality of pictures o↵ered by most phones. If the
sampling quality is not su ciently good, meaningful features from the iris may not
be extracted. T his would make the con dence level of the mechanism relatively
low, but may change in the future as devices become increasingly performant.
K eyst roke anal ysis
T his mechanism was inspired from a paper by C larke et al [22]. T he principle of
keystroke analysis is based on the pat terns in which the user types on his mobile
phone. D i↵erent features can be extracted here, such as: let ter sequence timings,
words per minute, let ters per minute, frequent used words, and others. Using this
data a con dence level can be generated.
T his mechanism is harder to implement using solely the A ndroid SD K . A good
starting point would be to have a keyboard app developed for the user that also
communicates with the authentication mechanism. If the keyboard is disabled by
an at tacker this should be considered, especially if the authenticator was originally
con gured to listen for input.
G ai t recogni t ion
T his mechanism is based on analysing individual walking pat terns. A ccording
to data presented by Derawi et al [18], error rates1 may vary between 5% to
20%. A ndroid o↵ers native recognition support for walking, driving, or standing
still. A pplications can register a sensor callback for the T Y P E S T E P D E T E C T O R
composite sensor. W henever such an event is detected, data can be recorded from
the accelerometer and validated using an algorithm similar to the one described
by Derawi et al [18].
E ar shap e anal ysis
Research shows (i.e. B urge et al [28], Mu et al [29]) that the shape of the human
1

The performance indicator used in biometric analysis is the Equal Error Rate (EER).
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ear contains enough unique features to perform biometric authentication. Taking
advantage of user behaviour, valid data can be captured and analysed using a
smart phone. We suggest that a picture is taken a few seconds after a phone call
event is detected. If no peripherals are at tached, the user is likely to move the
device towards the ear. Images captured by such a mechanism could then be used
to calculate an accurate con dence level of the user's identity. T his method was
not tested, so therefore we cannot ensure whether the auto-focus of the camera is
su ciently fast to obtain a valid image.
P roxi m i t y dev ices
T his is an original idea based on providing a con dence level depending on the
presence of known devices. T he mechanism should connect with other devices
that are also running the authenticator. T he two owners don't necessarily need
to know one another for the acknowledgement to be performed. W hether regular
travel schedules, or working in an o ce, users are constantly being in the presence
of other known devices. T his should provide a con dence as to whether the device
is in the presence of its owner.
T he authentication works by seeking connections with other devices. W henever
a device is identi ed, its I D is recorded.

T he mechanism needs to keep track

of the number of times it has connected with another device. Some connections
may be established for the rst time, and should not bring any con dence. O ther
connections, such as the Pico of a co-worker, would probably have a high number
of connections, and therefore the mechanism should output a higher con dence
level in its presence. T his mechanism is similar to the Picosiblings solution, but
with no k-out-of-n secrets. E ach Pico is essentially a Picosibling for another Pico,
with each device having a di↵erent weight based on familiarity.
As an example, when travelling with your family on holiday most of the devices
there are unknown. However, given that a number of frequent I Ds are in the
proximity of the authenticator, the mechanism should still consider to some extent
that it is in the possession of its owner.
T he mechanism can be circumvented in the scenario where co-workers or friends
try to unlock the Pico. D ue to this downside, it should never have su cient weight
to unlock the token on its own. However, in combination with other mechanisms
it would provide a good approximation of whether it is in the possession of its
owner. If the device is in good company there is a good chance the owner is also
present.
L oca t ion da t a
T his mechanism is similar to \ Proximity devices " and much easier to implement.
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B ased on A ndroid G PS and network location data, the phone may detect whether
it is in an usual location or not. Just as \ Proximity devices " this should not carry
a high weight in the scheme, especially since it would not provide accurate results
in scenarios such as holidays.
Ser v ice u t ilisa t ion
T his mechanism exploits pat terns in the A ndroid phone's service and app utilisation. B ased on current running applications, services, and the time they were
started we may create a model where some con dence is given regarding the ownership of the device. T his mechanism would only be e↵ective in detecting sudden
changes. It would have a low weight in the overall scheme due to its lack in
precision.
P icosiblings T he original Picosiblings mechanism may also be used with this scheme.
A lthough not part of the standard set of A ndroid device sensors, if available, a
Picosiblings implementation may be included as one of the authentication mechanisms.
A number of continuous authentication mechanisms may also be used for explicit authentication. T he user can be noti ed to provide accurate information for the following
mechanisms: face recognition, voice recognition, iris scanning, keystroke analysis, gait
recognition, and ear shape analysis. T his creates the opportunity for a valid data sample
to be collected.
A number of explicit authentication mechanisms which do not satisfy the continuous
authentication property of Pico may be implemented for the A ndroid platform. It is
important to note that additional mechanisms not included in this list need to satisfy
the memorywise-e↵ortless property of the token unlocking framework (3.2). We suggest
the following mechanisms for implementation:
F inger p rint scan ner
Devices that incorporate a ngerprint scanner (such as the I Phone 5S) can use the
sensor as an explicit authentication mechanism. It cannot be used for continuous
authentication because the user doesn't come in contact with the sensors on a
regular basis. A mechanism can therefore request explicit ngerprint data, which
would then be compared with the owner's biometric model, output ting a con dence
for the authentication. T he result will be combined in the overall scheme just as
any other mechanism. T he the only di↵erence will be in terms of weight and decay
rate.
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H an d w ri t ing recogni t ion
T he user may be prompted to use the touch screen in order to write a word of his
choice. T his would guarantee the memorywise-e↵ortless property because the user
doesn't need to remember any secret. T he handwriting would be analysed with a
precon gured set of handwriting samples in order to compute the con dence level
that the owner produced the input.
L ip movement anal ysis
A ccording to Fara j and B igun [30], analysing lip movement while speaking can be
used for authentication. T he user would be prompted to provide a data sample
such as reading a word provided by the authenticator. Using lip movement authentication, a quanti able con dence level would be produced. T his mechanism
can also be implemented as a continuous authentication mechanism. However,
data sampling would likely have a low success rate as users tend not to have their
mouth within the camera's eld of view.
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